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The relation we observed in heart failure between the plasma
urea concentration and subsequent mortality confirms the
finding of Domenent and Evans.7 The relation between plasma
creatinine and subsequent mortality in patients with heart
failure has not been studied before. In our series no patient
with heart failure survived if the plasma creatinine concentration
was > 220 Vmol/l (2-5 mg/100 ml).

This work was supported by a grant from the West Riding Medical
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SHORT REPORTS

Glucose reabsorption from ileal
loops

Since 1950 the use of an isolated loop of small bowel for urinary
drainage after total cystectomy has been the treatment of choice.'
Eiseman and Bricker2 studied electrolyte reabsorption from the loop,
finding that urea and chloride were reabsorbed, but that hyper-
chloraemic acidosis did not occur. The fact that reabsorption of
glucose may occur in diabetics and can be of clinical significance does
not seem to have been appreciated. I present two cases which demon-
strate these points.

Case reports

Case 1-A 60-year-old man was found on glucose tolerance test to have
mild diabetes with a normal renal threshold. He underwent total cystectomy
for carcinoma, the ureters being transplanted into an ileal loop. He was
first seen three weeks after operation, when he was drowsy and dehydrated.
Because of diuresis, of 500-1000 ml daily, he had been in negative fluid
balance, and this had persisted for seven days. His blood glucose had never
been higher than 19 4 mmol/l (349 5 mg/100 ml) in this period, and the
average concentration was 16 mmol/l (288-3 mg/100 ml) (seven readings).
Although his renal threshold was constantly exceeded, glucose never ap-
peared in his urine. He was treated with chlorpropamide, 250 mg daily for
four days; his blood glucose concentration fell to below his renal threshold
and the diuresis ceased.

Case 2-A 65-year-old man with mutiple transitional cell carcinomata
had a total cystectomy. Both ureters and his right kidney were also removed.
Postoperatively he had a left nephrostomy and an ileal loop conduit from the
left renal pelvis. He was a mild maturity onset diabetic with a normal renal
threshold. Two days after operation he was passing urine from the nephro-
sotomy and via the ileal loop. He was given an intravenous infusion of
50 g of dextrose and 10-ml samples of urine were taken simultaneously
from the nephrostomy and via the loop on two occasions at i-hourly inter-
vals. The urinary glucose concentrations were as follows:

Nephrostomy Loop
Urinary glucose (mmol/l) 6-9 (0-12 g/l00 ml) 0

5-6 (010 g/100 ml) 0
There was thus total reabsorption of glucose from the loop.

Discussion

Case 2 shows that glucose reabsorption can occur from an ileal
loop. The inappropriate diuresis in case 1 was probably an osmotic
diuresis due to a raised blood glucose. Under normal circumstances
the excreted glucose would have been lost in the urine but owing to
reabsorption from the loop this did not occur. The patient was
diabetic and impaired glucose metabolism led to a vicious circle of
glucose excretion and reabsorption with consequent continuous
osmotic diuresis. This problem should be anticipated in diabetics
undergoing this surgical procedure and is particularly apt to arise in
mild diabetics where the relatively low blood sugar concentration may
be misleading. The use of dextrose infusions in the postoperative
period will make its occurrence more likely. Di Matteo et a13 have

shown in dogs that metaplasia of the mucosa of the loop will occur
with time, and it may be that reabsorption of glucose is, therefore,
temporary.
Two main conclusions may be drawn. Firstly, reliable control of

diabetes after formation of an ileal loop is not possible from the results
of urine analysis alone, at least in the postoperative period. Secondly,
a persistent osmotic diuresis may occur if the blood sugar is allowed
to remain above the renal threshold.

I thank Mr Grant Williams for permission to report on patients under
his care.
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Trial of polyunsaturated fatty acids
in non-relapsing multiple sclerosis

The possibility of a relationship between multiple sclerosis (MS) and
the consumption of polyunsaturated fatty acids, suggested by a
number of dietary' and biochemical2 studies, led to the setting up of
a controlled trial of linoleic acid in this disease.3 The two-year trial
showed that relapses were significantly less severe and tended to be
less frequent in the treated group. These findings encouraged us to
undertake a larger trial and we now report the result of the first part
of a double-blind study in which 268 patients participated. The clini-
cal pattern of MS varies, but two major groups are distinguishable:
those with acutely relapsing and remitting illness and those with
chronic progressive disease. Since a response to dietary supplementa-
tion might differ in the two groups, the trial was stratified. The
patients with chronic progressive disease were recruited more rapidly
than the others and this group therefore completed the two-year
period of the trial first. The present report concerns only patients in
the chronic progressive group.

Patients, methods, and results

A total of 152 patients with chronic progressive MS were admitted to the
trial and were randomly allocated to one of four treatment groups: Group A
received eight capsules daily of Naudicelle oil (Bio-Oils Research Limited).
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